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a bit about me

Hi, I’m Richard, a professional photographer based in the awesome City of Norwich in Norfolk with my wonderful little family, Christina & Jude.
I consider myself to be a happy and smiley guy with a passion for making people smile. The enthusiasm I bring to the party will put a smile
on your face and I will always try one crazy shot just to add variety. It is not about posing people, it is about making people feel at ease,
which I can then capture them enjoying the day instead of fake smiles. I aim to capture personality and emotion, so it’s not always about the
‘looking into each others eyes’ I’m also after the laughter that usually always follows.
As a wedding photographer, I get the honour to capture memories that will last a lifetime. I will also bring to your wedding enthusiasm and
laughter as my aim is to put every single person at ease and to bring out the wonderful personalities and natural candid moments. My
style is naturally happy and uplifting and I want to give you the best of you both.
My background is entertaining and had been singing in a wedding band for over 15 years, so my experience of having the best fun with a
congregation comes from that. My approach is about capturing personalities and fun as well as the perfect moment, whether it be candid or
posed. It’s all about the details and I try to look for the little things that make a big difference. From the very start, I’ve always offered
my pre wedding / engagement shoots free with any package booked, because it’s the perfect way for us to get to know each other and build
a rapport. This ultimately leads to a much more relaxed wedding day and I can capture every unique moment as the day unfolds.
This brochure is a small collection of some of my couples who shared their experiences of having me capture their day, so you can read from
them & their thoughts of the day with me. Thank you to each of them. Any questions, I’m always happy to help so please get in touch.
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Gigi & Johnny - Norwich Cathedral

Best photographer EVER!
I cannot express how much I hate having my picture
taken...but Richard is such a wonderful, positive,
inspiring person to be around he made even me
feel at ease! He can capture the most perfect
moments as well as posed shots and makes you
feel amazing whilst doing it.

contents
behind the lens
your wedding day
nelson’s journey

His work speaks for its self (it’s incredible) but
to find such a wonderful soul who everyone
warms to is priceless and a very rare find!

timeline

Thank you Richard for everything!!! Xxx

pre wedding shoot

relax
packages

Behind the lens - Find out about what goes into your wedding
photography...
Location

Whilst I’m mainly Norfolk based, my work has taken me to some of the most beautiful locations in the world and has
enabled me to capture some amazing photographs and meet the most wonderful people along the way.

My Style Of Photography

Relaxed, I want my couples to be totally comfortable around me so my style is very much a relaxed approach. I love
to get to know them both on the pre wedding shoot and also spend time at the start of the wedding day chatting
to the friends and family to work up a rapport and also get involved in the banter and fun, sometimes being the
cause of the banter just to be able to capture the natural laughter that ensues.

How I Started With Wedding Photography

Photography has always been a passion of mine, so when I was first asked by a friend to photograph their wedding, I
was a little nervous, but it gave me an enormous sense of achievement to capture a day they would look back on
for years to follow.
This led to doing more friends weddings and giving me the experience of how a wedding day runs.
Up until last year, I was a singer in a wedding function band, so know how to engage a crowd and how to get the best
out of every type of person. This experience has been paramount to my confidence in getting the shots my clients
are looking for, all in a fun way.

Ideal clients?

There is no correct answer for this as every couple are different and I have had the best fun with all of them for
different reasons. However what I will say is that every couple I have worked with have always had a huge lust for
life. Fun is the key element here and if the couple are up for a laugh, it usually means that the congregation are too
so I play up to their personalities and try to get the very best out of each moment I’m with them.

A picture that encapsulates everything you want to achieve in a wedding
photograph.

I absolutely love this Photo ( >>> on the right >>>) & one of my all-time favourite photos from a wedding. The smiles, the
adoration, the love and the onlooking parents and friends are so, so proud. Yes, later on that evening there were
some classic dance moves, but right here and right now I get totally lost in this moment.

Photographers seem to inject a lot of their personality into their work… what
are my inspirations?
Laughter and love. Because I am a relaxed and easy going person, I don’t try and pose the couple. I wait for the
moment after they’ve kissed, the smile that follows; that is the real love shining through just in that moment in
time. I sometimes ask the couple to look at each other and 99% of the time, they laugh which is my opportunity to
capture just that; happiness.
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holly & rick - thurning hall

He is the nicest, most incredible person ever! He was absolutely fantastic and made me and my, now, husband feel so relaxed.
We had the most brilliant day and he has captured the whole thing so beautifully, we will remember it forever.
All our friends and family have commented on how relaxed he made them feel and how they were not even aware of him taking
pictures (Until he starts laughing and chatting!)
He has captured some incredible pictures of the children that came to our day, they are just stunning.
I would have no question but to tell everyone to hire Richard to do any photography for them, he is amazing!

How far in advance should those interested look to book a photographer?

The earlier the better really to secure the date, just in case I get another enquiry come along. However, I have woken up to
a very last minute request and been able to cover it as I was not booked that day (Had to sort school run out as it was a
Friday, but apart from that I covered it).
If I do get an enquiry, I honour the first couple and give them first refusal should another booking come in for the same
day.

What’s the most challenging part of photographing a wedding?
I embrace every aspect of the day. My challenge is to not miss a moment.

How can couples help to ensure the best work?

Many of my couples say that they are not comfortable in front of a camera, which is why I love doing the pre-wedding
shoots with them as it helps them relax on the day. They know they can trust that I’m getting some awesome shots of
them both, whether I’m up close or hiding in a bush!

What are the 3 most important questions for couples to ask their photographer,
in my opinion?
Ask if they offer a consultation meet-up. You will be spending all day with your photographer, so you want to make sure
you get along.

Find out about why they should be your wedding photographer. What’s different about them that makes them the person
you trust to capture your day.
Ask to see examples of their work to make sure you love their style as although your wedding is unique, the photographer
will add their style and touch to the day when they capture you.

My opinion on the controversial ‘group shots’ – with examples of how I work it.

This is the part where you can make some wonderful memories. I am not a fan of hundreds of variations in group shots, but I
know it is a moment that the photographer has everyone together to create a memory. I’ll warm them up by taking a couple
of formals but then announce that it was rather boring and get them to do something crazy.
This in turn prepares them for any other group shot they will be in plus they also know that as well as me being serious
about capturing the moment, I also want everyone to laugh and relax... which is ultimately the goal of capturing an awesome
group shot.

How Important is it to pick the right photographer?

Your photographer will be a ninja of their game being able to capture perfect moments for you (that’s a given) but also
be able to: set up perfect moments, crowd control, arrange the confetti shots, be very nice to the vicar and registrar,
organise the groups, be a children’s entertainer, a comedian (a necessity!), be a technical whizz on the dance floor to capture
the alcohol fueled guests with ties around their heads and strutting to Beyoncé’s Crazy In Love!
Your photographer will put you at ease, offer long walks together (to photograph them, not just to go for a stroll).
They’ll research the venue, have back-up cameras, lights and lenses & insurance. They will edit each image as if it were the
Mona Lisa and deliver it all on a gallery and USB and album for you to relive those memories for years to follow.
Build a rapport with your photographer
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Chantelle & Chris - Bressingham Hall
front cover photo

I won’t bang on about how amazing Richard’s photos are as you can see that for yourself and yes they are pretty incredible.
But what I will bang on about is how important it is to pick the right photographer to capture your Wedding day!
From start to finish Richard is an absolute joy to have around, he just knows what to do, knows how to get everyone smiling and
makes everyone feel relaxed. He’s insanely polite and at times he blended in so well people thought he was part of the family and who doesn’t want that feeling?!
All of our guests from our day have said that Richard made them feel at total ease with his infectious smile and bubbly
personality. Richard can read a crowd, any situation and capture the perfect moments so beautifully.
we can’t thank him enough.

Where to start with Richard...

r

Choosing a photographer for your
wedding can be a really hard decision, you
can scroll through websites and look
at all the beautiful pictures as much as
you like, but you don’t know they will
be the photographer for you until you
meet them in person, and from the second
I opened the door to Richard and saw his
beaming smile and bubbly personality I
instantly knew he was going to be the
one for us! He was the first and only
photographer we met with, I knew after
our initial meeting I couldn’t have anyone
but him shoot our wedding, there was an
instant connection and I think that is the
most important thing to look for.
When we had our pre wedding shoot my
husband and I felt very apprehensive, we
had never done anything like that before
and were worried our photos would
reflect that, however it just felt like
going for a walk with my fiancé, we hardy
knew Richard was there, and when we did
he had us laughing so much it was so
relaxed!
On the day of the wedding Richard
showed up with so much energy and
enthusiasm everyone warmed to him
immediately, he took the time to get to
know our friends and family and was
generally interested in what everyone
had to say. He captured every perfect
moment and didn’t stop working until
well over 12 hours, keeping up the same
upbeat energy that he arrived with.
When we got our official photos back
a few weeks after the wedding, I had a
few family members ask if we had more
than one photographer at the wedding
because he didn’t miss a trick....That says it
all really!
Richard is one of the kindest, funniest
and talented photographers I’ve met
and I would recommend him to anyone
who wants to feel like they have a
close friend shooting there wedding! We
can’t thank you enough for our perfect
photos that we will have forever!
Love Mr & Mrs Plumb
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Tegan & Mitchell - Titchwell Manor
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Lucy & James - Waxham Barns

What can we say about Richard Jarmy. For starters, we’ve known Richard for a few years now, and seen him develop to the amazing
photographer he is today. He is the funniest, kindest, and most professional photographer we have met. We didn’t need to research anyone
else as we knew Richard was our guy! He makes an effort to understand each person and couple together, to create the most personal
experience to yourself
.
Richard wanted to do an engagement shoot, which we were quite excited by, as we have never done a shoot before. The photos are
incredible. Which surprised us, as we had our little boy with us, not happy, falling over, crying, being obviously everything we didn’t need for
the photos. So how Richard managed to get a decent photo of us all, is a miracle in itself
. The photos are natural, fun and so unique to us.
Richard kept us up to date on what our plans were, wanting to know all suppliers, and exactly what photos you want to take specifically.
Because he has a vast experience of photography, he knew exactly where to be, when to be, without creating a fuss which led to the best
and most natural photographs we could of asked for.
On the morning of the wedding, Richard came to the bridals house to take photos of getting ready, the bridesmaids, little details like
bridal shoes and suppliers there that morning. and then drove all the way to the venue to capture pictures of the grooms party getting
ready, putting on button holes, of the venue and surrounding.
He just fitted into our day effortlessly, and we couldn’t “picture” (excuse the pun) our day without his smile, nature and professionalism.
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Mannington Hall
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Your wedding day

Your day is all about you both and everything on the day, should run to plan as you have hired the professionals to make sure this does
happen for you. I remain totally fluid and will always be flexible in case of anything (or anyone) running late! Don’t worry about the weather,
embrace it, I will capture your day regardless and give you some stunning photos for you to look back on. I will also give you two time for a
quick breather after the ceremony to congratulate each other!
As for the Groupshots, confetti, speeches, first dance, cake cutting, evening guests, etc, etc - we can chat in depth during your consultation.

n.

My husband & I were totally set on finding the right photographer
that could capture the wedding party photos but more importantly
capture the candid essence of our special day.
As soon as we met Richard he put us at ease & helped us relax in front
of the camera.
I can say without a doubt that he helped make our day the best of
our lives, all of our guests loved him & this resulted in some brilliant
photos that will be our treasured memories for years to come.
If you are looking for a skilled photographer who captures the
moment perfectly & brings joy to an already joyful day then we
would highly recommend Richard
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Chloe & Jamie - Hunters Hall
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Nelson’s Journey

As well as spending time with my family and editing,
anyone who knows me, knows only too well that I have
a complete love for this charity and always try to do
as much as I am able to for them.
Photography, videography, 100 mile cycle rides whilst
sitting on a razorblade (at least that is what it feels
like after 20 miles!) and anything they need.
Nelson’s Journey helps bereaved children to make sense
of what has happened when a loved one passes away.
They offer support but also many opportunities for
those children to meet other children who have also
experienced a bereavement.
I went to one of the activity weekends to capture one
of the days and I have never been so moved by the
pure bravery of each of those children, opening up
and telling their ‘story’ of events. Lots of tears but
amazingly, because the NJ support workers and other
children help them through this – the day is also filled
with the most amazing smiles!
Ever since I went self employed, I have supported this
charity and in 2018 was asked to be one of 20 local
businesses to join up to the NJ Twenty 20 campaign,
where each business raises a minimum of £1000 to pay
for a support worker for a year! With the help of some
wonderful friends and businesses, we decided upon
tackling the Norwich 100 bike ride on ofo bikes. These
bikes are bright yellow, 3 gears, solid tyres and bumpy
as hell! It took us over 14 hours to complete, but we
did it and we raised over 4,500, which I am so, so proud
of! The total from all 20 businesses, was over 55000!!
2019 Saw us doing another crazy idea of riding the Tour
De Broads on Tandems!!!
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Vikki & Pip - The Elms Barn

Before our wedding day, we had trawled through many photographers and their work. But Richards i
mages really spoke to us. They were dynamic and interesting so that is want cemented our decision to use him for our special day.
But recommending him for just the quality of his work would not do him justice. Because not only does he take fantastic photographs,
he is a wonderful person. Who’s presence not only calmed a nervous Bride and Groom, but entertained and engaged guests above and
beyond what you would expect from a photographer. His warm hearted and easy going demeanour was a smash hit with our guests and
we received many compliments on his behalf
.
Richards work does speak for itself, but we’re here to shout out about what a fantastic guy he is.
Book Richard Jarmy, you won’t be disappointed. We certainly weren’t.
Lots of Love, The Randelles
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Alice & Josh - Brasted’s

We have just received our wedding photos and words cannot describe how perfect they are!
Richard is amazingly talented, passionate and an all round fun photographer. Every moment was captured perfectly from the group shots to
natural photographs, Richard made all of our wedding party and guests feel relaxed from the moment he arrived. Richard captured so many
memories, we couldn’t have asked for more!
We cannot thank you enough for capturing our special da, Alice and Josh x
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timeline

A week or two before the big day, I will be in touch to
go through the timeline, so to make sure I know exactly
where I need to be and at what times and to make sure
all existing plans are still relevant or make any changes
accordingly.
During the consultation, we can discuss my tried and
tested ways of working yet I always remain flexible to
make sure I capture everything about your day.
I usually work alone, however, if the timeline overlaps
with each others getting ready, then we can talk about
adding a Second photographer to make sure we capture
everything.
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Jade & David - Bateman’s Barn

So when it came to choosing our wedding photographer Richard was clearly a great choice. I had previously met Richard through work
and already knew of his professionalism and enthusiasm for his work.
This alone would have been enough to make our decision on photographer but Richard photos, which are clearly stunning, only tell
half the story about why he is a great for weddings...
My partner Jade and I, although not shy, were still very new to having photos taken of us so were obviously a bit apprehensive.
Richard was brilliant at making us feel comfortable on the shoots both at our pre wedding shoot in the pouring rain and our wedding
day luckily in the glorious sunshine. No situation ever phased Richard as he went looking for the perfect shot for us, rain was just
another prop.
Along with how well our own shots went with Richard he was also a massive hit will all the guests, many of which had great thing
to say about him to myself and Jade, Richard kept people smiling all day long.
Quite simply a Richard is a great character who will capture your day perfectly and also be part of it.
Thanks David & Jade
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holly & Rick - wedding day morning supermarket sweep

Richard, What can we say...... well quite a lot actually! (as you would have predicted!).
We just wanted to say how incredible you were, and we had the most fun working with you on our wedding day at Thurning Hall on
29th July.
You have been recommended to everyone that I have spoken to and we are so grateful for all the time and energy you spent on us!
xxx
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Jules & Dave - Langley Abbey

We cannot put into words how brilliant Richard is. From the moment we first met, he went above and beyond to fit in with
the family and put us all at ease as neither myself or my husband like being in front of the camera!
Richard is a truly gifted photographer who was able to capture the day in a subtle but truthful and relaxed way that did
not intrude at any point.
His personality really helped to make our day even more special and memorable.
The whole day was encapsulated in a few moments, but ones that will last a lifetime - thanks to the breathtaking and
stunning photography.
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I am there to capture all the little things that you may miss because,
oh I don’t know, you’re getting married! So you’ll be super excited! I want to make sure
that you’re confident in knowing that Ill capture the details, the smiles, the laughter, the love
and allow you to enjoy the day with everyone you love around you.
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Bethany & Jake - kimberley hall
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james & mark - pre wedding shoot
thurning hall

Our photo session with Richard from smile was brilliant, we talked through the sort of thing `mark and I wanted and we are
thrilled with the results, Richard make us feel at ease his enthusiasm and humour added to the shoot, a big thank you to
a brilliant photographer
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Every package comes with a FREE pre wedding shoot,
which I’ve found to be the absolute perfect way to
build rapport as you to get to know me, I get to know
you and get you used to the camera, which ultimately
leads to a much more relaxed day, allowing me to
capture your personalities and happiness.

pre wedding
shoot

Even if you are a little bit camera shy, or feel
awkward in front of a camera, these are ideal for us
to go through tips to make you feel much better
and more relaxed.
It’s not about posing,
it’s about you both just being you.

Richard was such a huge part of our wedding and
seemed to be more like a guest taking pictures
than the photographer.
All of our guests loved him!! Nothing was ever
too much for Richard, he worked enthusiastically
to get the most incredible and artistic shots
and was discreet for the candid shots.
He confidently organised the guests for the
group photos, and touched base with us to
ensure he was capturing everything we wanted,
all with the biggest smile on his face.
We can’t praise Richard highly enough. We have
so many incredible pictures of our day and have
the most wonderful pictures of our family and
friends to treasure forever.
If you need a wedding photographer, please do
not hesitate to book Richard, you won’t regret it.
Thank you Richard xx
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lisa & alan - the norfolk mead
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Rebecca & Dave - Park Farm

The minute we met Richard we just knew he was the man to photograph our wedding day. With such an infectious personality, smile and
laugh, but remaining professional at the same time, it is impossible not to love him! All of the photographs Richard took are absolutely
awesome and definitely have the WOW factor. We’re going to need more walls to display them all! We were both nervous about doing
the pre-wedding shoot, but it was a lot of fun and definitely got us ready for being in front of the camera on the day. Thank you,
Richard, you really are the best!
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Simon & Anna - Whittlingham Broad
Catton Park Run
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clare & nick - st andrews & blackfriars hall

Everytime I look at our wedding photos, not only do they
make me smile, it’s the emotions that they still bring
remembering the incredible day as it was captured so exquisitely.
My husband and myself live in Sydney, Australia and
we got married in Norfolk where I grew up. The venue
was St Andrews Hall, Norwich in the summer of
2015 (well I say it was summer. The day of the
wedding was apparently the wettest day ever
recorded that month!) It made absolutely no
difference however to the beautiful images which
Richard was able to create though.
We had an idea of what we envisaged the
photographs to turn out like (some might
say I’m quite fussy actually!) but when we
received them, they not only exceeded
our expectations with his creativity but
couldn’t believe how many incredible, magical
moments Richard wasable to capture throughout
the entire day

I actually struggle to think of words to best
describe Richard because not only is he an
exceptionally, talented, passionate photographer,
he’s also one of the most kindest, genuine,
positive people that I’ve ever met.
To have these qualities really does make
him a remarkable man who I’m so honoured to
have met and be such a huge part of our
special wedding day. We’ll always be forever
grateful to have had Richard as our
wedding photographer.
Thank you! Clare & Nick Johns x
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tammy & ian - the boathouse
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Richard was the perfect photographer for our wedding. We cannot thank him enough for everything he did on the
day and in advance. The preliminary shoot went a long way to making us feel comfortable with him and with being
photographed so we were so much less self-conscious about the photos on the day.
It also helps enormously that Richard is such a delight to have around! His enthusiasm was contagious and his
relaxed approach made everything so smooth and easy - it was like having a really good friend taking the pictures.
He seems to have been everywhere without ever once getting in the way.
The final photos are better than we ever dreamed they could be. Richard managed to capture some truly personal
moments in time. He has given us not just a record of who was there but a beautiful representation of the emotional
story of the day. It’s perfect.
Mr & Mrs Marjoram, with love xx
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clio & martyn - kimberley hall

Richard Jarmy.... best photographer EVER!
From the moment I bumped into Richard at a wedding show, gut instinct kicked in and I knew we just
had to book him! And I was right.
He made not only us as the Bride and Groom, but the whole wedding party feel at ease. We laughed
and joked from pre-wedding shoot to the end of our amazing day (and still do now!) Capturing
moments that we may have otherwise missed, to the ones that were a bit more ‘posed’.
Now having our pictures back, it
brings the day to life again and for this we cannot thank
Richard enough.
The amount of compliments from
guests from the day and evening that I have had about
Richard just goes to show what
an impact (in an amazing way) he has.
From the bottom of our hearts,
thankyou!
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anastasia & terry - hunters hall

We asked Richard to be our wedding photographer this year and we can’t thank him enough for his amazing work! From our initial
meeting he has been an absolute star. Richard is fun, professional and made us and our family & friends feel so comfortable
on the day.
Being a very self-conscious person I constantly worried about our wedding pictures. Our pre-wedding shoot came around and
although a little stiff and shy I felt so much relief
. Richard was so funny, he had great ideas and I immediately felt at ease.
Come the wedding day and Richard fit in like part of the family. He joked and laughed along aside us whilst working his magic. So
many guests commented how lovely he was. Most importantly he captured the most beautiful images of us, our children, family
and friends.
Thank you so much Richard for your kindness, joy and creativity. from Mr & Mrs Croft xx
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Olivia & Luke - The Norfolk Mead

We used Richard for our wedding. He works amazingly well with the crowd, creating a fun, exciting and happy environment.
He captures everything you ask of him and way, way more. Working well with every single age group from children/babies all the way to the
elderly. Patient and beyond kind with all. Gentle direction given so even those who are camera shy feel at ease. Richard finds appropriate
lighting even if the weather isn’t in your favour.
Has back up cameras and is fully insured so you can put your entire trust into Richard. Richard gets to know you prior to your day so he
knows exactly what your expectations are. You’re left with the most beautifully presented wooden box containing your wedding goodies
and USB stick putting the icing on the cake. I would highly recommend Richard to all those wishing for a kind, honest, professional and
trustworthy photographer and to those who want outstanding results.
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Katherine & Richard - Glebe Farm Barn

contact

07799 031820 - smile@richardjarmy.co.uk
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find all the latest packages and pricing online at
www.richardjarmy.co.uk/weddings

With every package as standard, All images are uploaded to your own online gallery with slideshow and
custom USB stick along with around 20 keepsake prints which sits inside a beautiful wooden box.
Pre wedding shoot - a few months before the day to get to know each other
and so you can feel relaxed in front of the camera - see examples here - www.richardjarmy.co.uk/pre-wedding-engagement/
Me all day - (the most popular Platinum Package), from Bridal Prep through to well after
first dance so I can include evening guests in the images from the reception
Online gallery - view, download and share the photos with family and friends
Custom Wooden USB Box - all edited photos loaded onto the usb stick with a
selection of around 20 6x4 photo prints in the box
See examples of this here - www.richardjarmy.co.uk/albums-and-usb-box/
Fun, always with a smile and always relaxed and trying not to miss a
single moment of your day.

love – platinum

All day, from start to finish! Capturing every smile from getting ready at the start of
the day all the way through to the first dance and beyond. This is the most popular
package, purely because when you look through the wedding photos, it tells a story
of how the day unfolds with you both seeing parts of the day that you didn’t
notice before. I aim to capture every single moment
Around 12 hours on average usually longer.

love – gold

Perfect for the preparations for both of you, capturing all the details
that you both never get to see of each other, then the arrivals
through to the ceremony and posed shots afterwards either
at the wedding venue or the reception venue.
8 hours on average.

love – silver

From the arrivals at the venue through to the capturing
the beautiful ceremony as well as group/couple
pictures and natural poses..
4 hours on average.

Albums & Parent Albums

Amazing quality albums are designed by both yourself and I together
using the images you love, laid out as you would prefer.
Parent albums are a smaller exact copy of the main album

07799 031820 - smile@richardjarmy.co.uk
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andrea & adam
applewood hall

